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A basis of eigenvectors is given for the matrix % = (etaimn/*), (1 < m, n < q). 
The eigenvectors arise from the characters on the reduced residue class group 
(mod 4). 

In this note we exhibit a simple basis of eigenvectors for the matrix 

2f = (esnimnlq) (1 < m, n < q), (1) 

where q is a positive integer. The eigenvalues of N are well known. They are 
contained among the numbers i”q1/2 for 0 < a < 3 (see [ll), a fact which 
follows from the observation that 9X4 = q21. Schur [3] used these eigenvalues 
to evaluate the familiar Gaussian sum 

S = i e2nin2/q, 

n=1 

which is the trace of the matrix ‘X 
The eigenvectors we give arise from the characters of the reduced residue 

class group modulo q. We begin by recalling a few well-known facts about 
characters; these can be found in Hasse [2, Sects. 13, 201. 

Let x be a character modulo q. The least positive divisor f = fC$ of q 
with the property that 

x(4 = 1 for every n = 1 (mod!) for which (n, q) = 1, 

is called the conductor of x. The character x can be uniquely defined on 
the integers m relatively prime tofif one sets 

x(m) = ~(4, where m 3 n (modf) and (n, q) = 1. 
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With this definition x becomes a character modulo f: In this note we always 
consider x defined modulo its conductor, and we set 

x(4 = 0 if (n,f(xN > 1. 

We shall also need the main properties of the Gaussian sum 

T(X) = 1 x(r) f?r” 
2=1 

associated with x. We have that 

and 
‘(Xl 49 = xc- l)fk), 

il x(r) e2*iar/f = j+) T(X), for any integer a. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Finally, we recall the orthogonality property 

g1 x(4 $(4 = 0 
(n.n)=l 

= (b(s) 

if x f #, 

if x = *, (5) 

where x and \c1 are any characters (mod q) and $ is the Euler $-function. 
We now define a q-dimensional vector A’, for every character x and every 

divisor d of q/j(x). Let the tih component of X, be 

x&O = x(W) if d 1 n, 

= 0 if drn, for 1 ,< n < q. (6) 

For each character x there are d(q/‘) such vectors, where d(n) is the number 
of divisors of n. If p( f) is the number of characters with conductorf, we see 
that there are in all 

such vectors. Since there are exactly #q/d) characters (mod q/d), and since 
every character with conductor dividing q/d gives rise to a character (mod q/d), 
it follows that the total number of vectors is equal to 

We now prove the following 
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LEMMA. The q vectors X, are independent. 

Proof. Assume that 

c c cx.aXa = 0, 
x dlU/f(X) 

where the first sum ranges over all the characters (mod q). From (6) we then 
have that 

(7) 

If n is relatively prime to q, then (7) reduces to 

c C,*lX(4 = 0. (8) 

We now multiply through in (8) by t,@), where # is any, character (mod q), 
and we sum over the reduced residues (mod q). By (5) this gives 

Hence cr,l = 0 for every x. 
Now let dl be any divisor of q and assume that cxSd = 0 for all the divisors d 

of q which are less than dl . Let m be any integer satisfying 

1 < m d q/d, and (m d4) = 1. (9) 

If we set IZ = md, and note (n, q) = dl , then by (7) and the inductive 
assumption we have 

c c,.d,x(m) = 0. (10) 
f&d, 

This sum is over all the characters which are defined module q/d1 . If we 
multiply through in (10) by $(m), where $ is any character (mod q/d,), and 
sum over the integers m in (9), then we find from (5) as before that c,,~, = 0 
for every x withf(x) I q/d1 . 

It now follows by induction that cx,d = 0 for all x and d, and this implies 
the assertion of the lemma. 

In order to give a basis for the eigenvectors of ‘3 we first compute the 
vectors ‘%&. From (1) and (6) we see that the mth,component of ‘KY, is 
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f: e2”dmnlax(n/d) = ‘f e (s) x(n) (e(0) = e2nio) 
a=1 n-1 
din 

= i X(r) =y e (m(rqfdkf)) 
T==l k=O 

= I$ x(r) e (z) . "5-l e (f&) 
k=O 

By (4) the last expression is equal to 

thus (11) and (6) give that 

ax, = 3 ‘(x) -&,,d - 

if q/fd z m 

if q/fd I m. (11) 

(12) 

Using (12) we may write down a basis for the eigenvectors of 2X. If x is 
real and d2 = q/f, then (12) implies that xd iS an eigenVeCtOr Of ‘% corre- 
sponding to the eigenvalue (q/f)‘/” T(X). Otherwise let A = &-(~(-l)q)~“, 
and consider the vector 

Etx, 4 A) = d1i2Xd + A 
T(Z) dll* 

X,,,, . (13) 

By the lemma E&, d, X) # 6: and by (12) and (3) we have 

= A (k”x, + $#q,,d) 

= hE(i, d, A). 

Thus E(x, d, h) is an eigenvector of ‘% corresponding to the eigenvalue h. 
An easy computation using (13) shows that 

JW, s/!fX Aj = W&T, A) NY, 4 4, (14) 
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where W(x, A) = [A/+)](j/q)‘I”. Since I T(x)[ = f1j2, wk, h) has absolute 
value 1, and E(x, d, A) and E(j& q/fl, A) are dependent’ vectors. However 
the lemma implies easily that (14) is the only set of dependence relations 
between the vectors given in (13). It follows that a quadruple (x, z, d, q/&d) 
contributes the independent eigenvectors 

E(x, d, i(x(- lhP2), E(z, 4 ztt(x(- lh)““), if x # Z, d2 # q/f; 
J%Y, 4 33x(-- l)qY’3, if x # 2, d2 r q/for x = 17, d2 # q/f; (15) 

X a, if x = z and d2 = q/J 

By pairing the eigenvectors in (15) with the pairs (x, d) (d 1 q/j(x)), it is easy 
to see that the total number of eigenvectors listed in (15) is 

1 1 1 = c p(f) &/f) = 4. x dpJ/flx) flq 

Hence we have the following result. 

THEOREM. The vectors listed in (15) (with X, and Eh, d, A) defined by (6) 
and (13)) form a basis of eigenvectors for ‘$I. The fespective eigenvblues are 

. &(x(-l) qY2, &M-l) qF2, and ($$)l” dx), 

where +) is given by (2). 

We note the following corollary of the theorem, which is a consequence 
of the fact that the trace of % is equal to the sum of its eigenvalues: 

s = f $ainsl9 = q’P c .A&. 
Pl=l x=Il f  “2(x) 

9/fk+=equare 

This can also be proved directly. 
Similar results can also be proved for the matrix 

‘W = (etnfS(wv)) (x, y (mod q)), 

where S denotes the trace from a fixed algebraic number field K to Q, q is 
some integral divisor. of K, x and y are integers of K which run through a 
complete residue system (mod q), and r) satisfies 
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where b is the different of K/Q and n is an integral divisor in K. As before, 
the eigenvectors of %’ arise from the characters on the reduced residue class 
group (mod q) in K. 
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